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Study Material 

To be done in c.w. copy 

Comparison of Adjective 

1.a.Comparison – তুলনা 

b.Comparison of adjective – adjective(দ াষ,গুন)এর তুলনা বা তারতম্য 

2.Some adjectives are used to compare person or things.This is known 
as ‘Comparison of Adjective’ or ‘Degrees of Adjective’. 

3.There are three degrees of comparison.They are : 

a.Positive Degree. 

b.Comparative Degree. 

c.Superlative Degree. 

4.a.She is a tall girl. 

*Tall is the adjective and it is in Positive Degree.(In Positive  

 Degree the simple quality of adjective is used.) 

b.She is taller than her sister. 

*Taller is the adjective and it is in Comparative Degree.(In 

 comparative Degree the higher quality of adjective is used.) 



 

 

c.She is the tallest girl in the class. 

*Tallest is the adjective and it is in Superlative Degree.(In          
Superlative Degree the highest quality of adjective is used.) 

5.How to make a sentence in ‘Comparison of Adjective’? 

 Rule : 

a.Subject + verb To Be + adjective + rest.(Positive Degree) 

*Sayan is a brave boy. 

 সায়ন একটি সাহসী দেলল। 

b.Subject + verb To Be + adjective + er + than/between/of + 
rest.(Comparative Degree) 

*Sayan is braver than Ayan. 

 সায়ন অয়লনর দেলয় সাহসী। 

c.Subject + verb To Be + the + adjective + est + of/among/in + 
rest.(Superlative Degree) 

*sayan is the bravest of all his friends. 

 সায়ন তার বনু্ধল র ম্লযয সবলেলয় সাহসী। 

*Learn the chart from Grammar Book(page : 39/B) 

*Practise at home. 

 Put the following words in their appropriate places in the table : 

(Longer, hard, fastest, quick, more wisely, better, longest, happy, 
stronger, more beautiful, hot, driest, smaller, shortest, older.) 

 



 

 

Positive Degree Comparative Degree Superlative Degree 
   
   
   
   
   
 

Note: 

*The above task hasbeen given as an example.Practise the same as  

 above at home. 

*Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box,if any 

*Mention your Name,Roll No,Contact No(We shall contact you 

 directly if needed). 

  


